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L

ive Working is a cutting-edge
but frequently unrecognised technique with real
French expertise gained over more than
50 years. This unusual story deserved to be told.
First of all, France is not the first country to
develop this method of working without
cutting the power. Others, such as the United
States, Russia or even Sweden have developed
their own techniques, guided by different
requirements. In France, the growing concern
about quality of service and reducing the
number of power cuts for work to be carried out
as well as the safety of operators are the main
issues that led EDF to undertake studies and
then develop Live Working (LW).
Initially, we reproduced the techniques used
in other countries but the experience gained
rapidly enabled us to develop a different
technique, unique in the world, based on risk
analysis and defining a corpus of safety rules to
be better suited to the operation to be carried
out. The French method was born. LW in France
has been structured around an LW Committee
responsible for approving rules and methods
and an expert body, SERECT; both were very
quickly found to be effective.
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LW developed very rapidly in the three voltage
levels: LV, HV-A and HV-B. SERECT develops its
own tools and invests in research. The behaviour
of the air gap is dissected, analysed then turned
into rules. This work, which has continued for
many years, will give France a head start in
LW, particularly working under rain conditions,
behaviour of the air gap when a conductive
part is inserted (concept of fractionation) or
helicopter-based work.
SERECT still operates under the same name.
It is a registered trademark and an entity
that has spanned the years without its roles
changing greatly. A large number of LW
operations are carried out on electrical
installations, at all voltage levels, and the
accident rate has decreased considerably.
This is the measure of a safe technique that
has been widely proven that network operators
cannot ignore as it is linked to the very design
of networks.
So I pay tribute to the men and women who,
for more than 50 years, have written the story
told in this book. •
Louis DEVATINE
Director, SERECT
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W

hen it comes to electricity,
it is now unthinkable that we should deprive
customers of service continuity. Avoiding power
cuts, maintaining a high level of availability for
networks, ensuring the safety of operators and
third parties, continuously adapting to technical
developments: these are the issues in Live
Working. Invisible to users, this technique is
now essential and forms an integral part of the
design of electricity transmission and distribution
networks. Methods and tools developed in
France to carry it out successfully are the act
of a single entity, a centre of expertise that has
always been retained, from its creation within
EDF to its attachment to RTE: SERECT.
Founded in the 1960s, however, the history of
French Live Working is far from being a long and
smooth-flowing river. This is a tale marked by
innovation and courage, and punctuated
by spectacular advances.
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1840-1956
From the saga
of linemen
to the birth of LW
EXPERIENCE OF FOREIGN COUNTRIES
The fact that certain countries had developed method for
Live Working very early is due to different factors and specific
circumstances.

Low voltage Live Working
United States, 1930s.
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United States
From 1840, the significant expansion of the telegraph using
electricity saw the construction of numerous lines of wooden
poles across the United States. The term ‘lineman’ was then
used to mean the people who installed these wooden poles
and connected the conducting wires. It is also used to qualify
those who were involved at the beginning of electrification in the
1890s. Work on the electricity networks appeared much more
hazardous due to the risk of electrocution. At the time,
this work was considered the most dangerous job there was.
The fact is that the networks belong to many private companies
that, for commercial reasons, have to put the electrical
installations to good use by avoiding long power cuts as much as
possible. The very first Live Working started in the 1910s in the
United States. It is reported that a certain number of homemade
tools attached to the end of dry wooden sticks were used to
open live disconnectors. From 1918, the TIP Tool company
based in Illinois began manufacturing a complete range of tools
used to work at distance on low voltage electricity networks

08/04/14 12:59
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Truck for Live Working owned
by the Commonwealth Edison Company,
United States, 1920s.

without turning off the power. The idea of having universal tools
with interchangeable tips was then born to carry out a broad
range of standard operations.
From 1920, the first work was undertaken on 22 kV and from
1930, work was possible at the 66 kV level. In 1937, AB Chance
acquired TIP Tool and continued to produce and develop a wide
range of tools and equipment suitable for even higher voltages. In
parallel, the increasing concern for the safety of ‘linemen’ resulted
in the formation of the first trade union in the industry. In particular,
in the 1930s this enabled the first safety standards and the first
training programmes to be established. Little by little, improving
the tools and protective equipment became a major concern, even
if the level of protection still remained very cursory at this time.
In 1938, a live operation was carried out on the 110 kV network
and in 1948 the first operation to change a suspension column
was carried out at the Hoover Dam at 287 kV. Rapid progress
meant the first work at 345 kV was possible in 1955. From 1959,
the wooden tube was replaced by a hollow resin tube reinforced
with unicellular epoxy glass fibres, rigid and filled with polyurethane
foam. This product and its manufacturing process were developed
by a plastics engineer at AB Chance. This development would be
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FROM THE SAGA OF LINEMEN TO THE BIRTH OF LW

decisive and mark a significant stage in developing LW equipment
and making it reliable.
In 1964, the first operations were carried out at voltages of 500 kV
and 765 kV in the United States and Canada.
Sweden
It was in Sweden, where the distance between production
plants and centres of consumption requires long-distance
transmission, which must be permanently maintained for
absolute service continuity. The technique of Live Working
would be developed from 1950. The work carried out included
testing insulators, changing insulator chains, installing vibration
shock absorbers and replacing guard rings on 130, 220 and
380 kV lines. The working principle was the same as in the USA.
Workers climbed on the towers and worked at distance using
insulating tools.

Low voltage Live Working,
United States, 1950s-1960s.
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THE ORIGIN OF THE
ORANGE COLOUR ON LW
INSULATING TOOLS
The orange colour used for
linemen’s protective clothing
was based on the colour of
spray hoses originally used
to sheath low voltage wires
to protect from the risk of
electrocution. Conspicuous and
complementary to blue, it made
them stand out against the
background of the sky.

serect-gb-030414.indd 16

Russia
Finally, it was Russia that faced up to rapid industrial development
over an extremely large territory, with equipment reduced to
the minimum. The first Live Working in the USSR was carried out
during the last war, with the aim of keeping the basic industries
operating, despite the destruction suffered. Very strict regulations
were drawn up by the ministry for power stations, in collaboration
with the trade unions. The results obtained led to considerable
development of this type of working, which became a completely
routine job, since about half the maintenance work was done
live. To develop operating procedures applicable to very mixed
networks, the most original solution found consisted of raising
an insulated operator from the ground to the voltage of the
conductor, which enabled him to work directly on live sections
with normal tools. It is no longer necessary to manipulate a
special insulating tool at distance under these conditions, which
considerably increased the range of operations that could be
performed. •

Salisbury advertisement for insulating
materials, United States.
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1956-1959
Exploratory
missions
NO POWER CUTS!
Post-war France got down to reconstructing. Its energy
requirements were immense after years of shortage.
Combining public and monopoly interest, it nationalised its
various electricity companies – production, distribution and
transmission. So in 1946, Électricité de France was born. The
new public company had a lot to do. Electricity consumption
grew exponentially from the 1950s. Electrical power, due to its
development in all business sectors (tradesmen and industrial),
as well as in domestic households, appeared increasingly
associated with modern life, and even indispensable to it for
some of its uses. This dependence made the customer base
increasingly sensitive to power cuts, whatever the cause.
Improving continuity of
service therefore became
a growing concern for all
electricity supply distributors
and the main reason for
developing Live Working,
which reduces power cuts for
work to be carried out.

“Improving the
continuity of service
has become an increasing
concern of all electrical
energy distributors.”
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ELECTRICAL HAPPINESS
From 1945 to 1965, in France,
the number of electrical
appliances doubled. But the
power to supply this equipment
was sadly lacking: in more than
one in two households, it was
impossible to plug in an iron!
EDF then offered a ‘blue meter’
guaranteeing power of 6 or 9 kW
– the average at the time
was 1.4 kW.
Average household consumption
would increase by 10% per year
for the first five years of this
device (1963-1968).

Electricity and blue meter
promotions, 1960s.
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EXPLORATORY MISSIONS

Work at 110 kV in the Tashkent region
Changing an anchoring chain

Changing an anchoring chain

Live Working,
USSR 1958.
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Fitting an insulating tension puller

EDF BEGINS TO STUDY LIVE WORKING
Statistically, in 1957, service interruptions were split broadly in two
between power cuts for work and those due to operating incidents.
These power cuts were inconvenient for customers, whose awareness
to the quality of supply would increase. EDF therefore decided to
begin exploratory missions in countries that already use this technique,
particularly the USA, USSR and Sweden. The purpose was to examine
under what conditions this work is carried out and to study the
way it could be transferred to France.
To continue the approach started three years earlier, on
14 September 1960 EDF created the Technical Committee
for Studies in Live Working, made up of representatives
from Distribution, Production, Transmission, Research &
Development and professional Training, the role of which was
already considered very important. Subsequently, the ministry

08/04/14 13:00
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responsible for Energy would appoint a representative to this
Committee. To handle LW the two departments involved, the
Distribution department and the Production and Transmission
Department created working groups by agreement with general
management. The Distribution department created an LV group
and a MV group.
The Transmission department created the HV group. These
groups were responsible for summarising information from the
exploratory missions and for beginning work on developing
methods and tools suitable for the French network. •

Replacing LV support
by using a bamboo stick,
France, 1960.
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1960-1970
The time
of pioneers

Annual report by the Technical
Committee, 1963.
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The first studies into methods and tools were conclusive,
and the need quickly arose for an organisation with the role
of documenting the conclusions of these first studies
and to try out the solutions to which they would lead.
At the suggestion of the President of the Technical Committee
for Studies in LW, on 6 June 1962 EDF general management
created the Section for Studies, Execution and Experimentation
for the Technical Committee (SERECT), reporting directly
to it and given the task of developing Live Working methods,
the tools needed to carry it out and writing operating
procedures. Initially SERECT consisted of only a few people
to start studies and experiments into LW. The first studies were
based on examining regulations, working methods, standards,
conditions for checking equipment and conditions for training
operators. Many documents were translated, coming
mainly from the United States.
The approach was gradual and the first step consisted
of transposing methods already used in the countries visited
during the exploratory missions, adapting them to the French
networks. For some operations on high voltage lines, SERECT
ensured the participation of demonstrators sent by American
equipment manufacturers such as Chance, Kearney
or Holan. Everything had to be invented to design operating
methods, tests to be done on equipment, etc.
At the beginning of 1963 SERECT moved into the premises
of the former Mulhouse power station provided by the
regional office and the Mulhouse Distribution Centre,
which permanently marked the establishment of SERECT
in this region.

08/04/14 13:00
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THE TIME OF PIONEERS

MULHOUSE, THE CRADLE
OF LW IN FRANCE
From 1960, driven by Mr Weber,
head of the Mulhouse sub-group
of CRTT EAST and a member
of the Technical Committee,
the Mulhouse sub-group
launched itself with energy and
inventiveness into researching
working methods and into
studying equipment suitable
for use in Live Working. From
1961, Mr Baumann, station head
at Ile Napoléon, proposed the
first operating procedure for
replacing HV suspension strings.
During its meeting on
19 January 1962, the Technical
Committee’s MV group proposed
that an experimental group for
Live Working should be created
at Mulhouse. A thermal power
station built in 1902 and closed
since 1955 was made available.
Not far away, Ottmarsheim offered
the ideal location with space
available for an experimental
network used to develop
operating procedures and train
personnel. The presence in the
region of FAMECA, which already
manufactured equipment and
tools for EDF, also strengthened
the case for locating in this region.

PIONEERS AT WORK
Subsequently, an experimental network was set up on
Ottmarsheim island.
It was used both to develop operating procedures and train
personnel. A 63/90 kV network comprising 6 towers,
2 concrete poles, 2 wooden poles with stays and a concrete
gantry were completed in June 1964. The ten towers to support
220 kV and 380 kV lines were erected in the same year.
From 1965, two sets of operating procedures were drawn up
by SERECT and approved by the Committee:
• A first set of 12 operating procedures covering a standard
range of LV connection operations.
• A second set of 28 operating procedures covering an
extended range of standard operations on the VHV network.
In parallel, training was undertaken, based on approved
operating procedures, at Ottmarsheim for 10 LV distribution
centres and at two CRTT (Regional Transmission and
Telecommunication Centres) for HV.
Teams are then trained to carry out LW systematically on
operated networks.
Bringing these new methods into use aroused great interest
from all personnel. Health and Safety Committees (HSC) were
fully involved in these broader experiments and the HSC
coordination commission itself contributed to drafting the basic
documents.
Live Working developed rapidly, including the following steps:
• 1965: start of hot stick working on HV and VHV lines.
• 1967: start of bare-hand working on HV lines.
• 1965-1969: LV training extended to all distribution centres.
• 1967-1975: MV training extended to all distribution centres.
• 1969: training of first MV teams for working using the hot
stick working method.
• 1969: start of first experiments in MV bare-hand working.

Left page: Hot stick Live Working
on medium voltage network, 1966.
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LV training network
at Ottmarsheim, 1966.

serect-gb-030414.indd 24

EQUIPMENT AND TOOLS
The various teams from SERECT acquired a fairly full set
of tools during 1964.
LW teams received equipment coming mainly from the United
States. Demonstrators from this country had proven that almost
all their insulating tools could very well be used unmodified on
EDF networks. However, SERECT needed to create certain special
accessories.
For HV, the American equipment was relatively unsuited
to the conditions on our networks, which is why some of the
tools had to be modified.
The LV team and experimental centres have all-French tools,
except for the hooked stick imported from America. SERECT
will subsequently develop a stick better suited to the problems
posed by LV Live Working. Studies on insulating clothing were
undertaken from 1964, with the difficulty of reconciling
the desired technical performance and workers’ ergonomic
needs (sweating, heat, etc.).

08/04/14 13:00
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THE TIME OF PIONEERS

Experience [in foreign
countries] proved that it
was less dangerous to work
knowing that the network is
live and taking all necessary
precautions than working
on a network supposed
to be de-energised and
locked out.

Emmanuel Baudier,
president of the LW Committee,
1968 to 1972.

REGULATIONS IN FRANCE
In 1960, labour regulations regarding electricity distribution
in France referred to a ministerial decree established in 1927;
the provisions had been developed by the Union Technique
de l’Électricité (UTE) and published as UTE 513. This publication
prohibited Live Working on installations at voltage greater
than 433 V between phases and only permitted restricted
Live Working on installations at voltages below this limit.
Decree 62-1454 dated 14 November 1962 relating
to protection of workers in establishments using electric currents
specified, in article 50, Live Working as the exception
and recommended de-energised working.
From 1963, the Technical Committee began to consider a
‘Live Working charter’ that quickly took the name of Temporary
General Instruction (IGP). In 24 June 1965 the Minister for
Electrical Energy approved this document, the first regulations
opening the way to widespread LW.
It came into force on 1 October 1965 for a period of 1 year.
On 29 April 1966, when the IGP was renewed, the Industry
Ministry wrote to the UTE, asking it to submit for approval

Temporary General Instruction
for performing ‘Live Working’
by Électricité de France, 1965.
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a general IGP no longer restricted to EDF, taking into account
the experience gained since application of the first IGP. This
update was more difficult than expected, because the first
document had been drafted for EDF, a hierarchical company,
and not for local distribution companies.
On 1 May 1966 the Technical Committee for Studies in LW
became the LW Committee. This change of name showed
the desire to undertake development of LW and progressive
generalisation of the practice. The new Committee missions
were stated to be: to summarise information gathered in other
countries, to direct studies of operating procedures related to
LW, to approve operating procedures and special LW equipment,
as well as employee training programmes, to draw up drafts of
regulatory texts that would appear necessary, as well as general
EDF internal instructions. •

Hot stick Live Working
on very high voltage network, 1964.
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1971-1990
A new way
FROM THE AMERICAN TO THE FRENCH METHOD
Originally, operations carried out on transmission and
distribution networks were covered by descriptive operating
procedures: all phases of the work followed a defined process
sequence. This was the American method.
In the light of experience, it appeared that such a solution
enclosed workers in an overly-narrow framework, created
sometimes excessive constraints and presented many
disadvantages as a result of the very varied overhead
electrical installations:
• Requirement to remember a large number of operating
procedures.
• Difficulty distinguishing essential points from lesser ones.
• Reduced spirit of initiative, making the work ‘robotic’.
It therefore proved necessary to seek another way, for
simplicity and efficiency. This resulted in implementing
operating procedures complying with general rules entitled
‘Working Conditions’, rules that brought both the thoroughness
essential to safety and the flexibility needed to work on the
various electrical installations. Furthermore, this new way
maintained and stimulated operators’ initiative, but also
required work to be prepared carefully.
This was the French method, which favoured an active
approach to risk. It also required:
• Good understanding of the nature of operations to be
performed and phenomena likely to occur, the regulations and
their technical justifications.
• Good knowledge of tools and their use.
• Full knowledge of protective equipment, its effectiveness and
instructions for use.
Publication 520 and examples
of Working Conditions and Technical
Data Sheets, 1971.
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Live replacement of a 400 kV
circuit breaker, 1989.

* Union Technique
de l’Électricité: French electricity
standardisation body.
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A TURNING POINT FOR LW REGULATIONS
In 1970, the Live Working Committee completed the regulations
known under the title of the General Instruction for Live
Working; this was then converted into Publication 520 by
UTE* and approved by the Ministry for Industrial and Scientific
Development on 26 October of the same year. From then on,
it was no longer restricted solely to EDF use. These regulations
were based on the following three fundamental points:
• The use of approved tools and equipment complying with
approved operating procedures and the Working Conditions.
• Staff training by an organisation or body approved by the
Ministry responsible for electrical power, following approved
programmes.
• Inspection and surveillance by management.
A PROMISING FIRST ASSESSMENT
Combined with the experience of other countries that
had performed Live Working for a very long time, France
highlighted the fact that Live Working methods are the result
of convergence between two dominant concerns for any
electricity distributor: safety of operators and quality of service
provided to customers.
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Hot stick Live Working
at medium voltage, 1970.
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Using these methods, despite the scale of resources used to
ensure their successful development, is not an exceptional
technique, but on the contrary a normal way of operating and
maintaining networks, meeting both customers’ and operators’
expectations. After ten years’ experience, an initial assessment
compared the initial objectives with the results obtained.
In terms of service continuity, it is indisputable that LW, at all
voltages, has contributed to improving continuity of service by
reducing both power cuts for work to be done and power cuts
due to incidents.
In terms of staff safety, experience has shown that it was less
dangerous to work knowing that the network is live and taking
all necessary precautions than working on a network supposed
to be de-energised and locked out. This improvement did
not result from the presence of the voltage itself, but from
all the factors combined in Live Working methods (staff
training, systematic preparation of the work, high quality tools,
monitoring, control). However, this improvement must be
monitored continuously, to prevent vigilance wavering.
In terms of organising the work, although this aspect of the
problem had not been essential in the initial objectives, it
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A NEW WAY

appeared that LW contributed
to better organisation of the
work through the planning
required, as carrying out
the work was not subject to
operating constraints.
In terms of the structure of
the networks, this technique
also offered appreciable
results. Live Working made it
possible to defer performing
certain looping operations
and lighten the equipment
by, for example, reducing
the number of overhead HV-A switches that can be replaced by
removable bridges.

“Live Working methods
are the result of
convergence between
two concerns: safety
of operators and quality
of service.”

We wanted to go into
transformer substations
because others (Americans,
Canadians, etc.) were not
doing it. We were driven by
a pioneering spirit.

Jean-Michel Grellier,
former head of the SERECT
Investigation division, which
oversaw the development
of LW in substations.
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WORK IN SUBSTATIONS:
A FRENCH SPECIALITY
Across the world, LW essentially involves overhead lines. No-one
has ventured to work in this way in high voltage substations,
extremely cramped places where bars, disconnectors and cables
proliferate; in short, a large number of conductors distributed in
three dimensions. The operations carried out involve everything
in addition to scraping at distance using tools attached to the
end of insulating sticks.
However, at the beginning of the 1980s, SERECT asked operators
what work they would like to be able to carry out in substations.
Responses came quickly. At the output from the La Rance tidal
power station, circuit breakers undergo accelerated wear since
they are tripped at each tide change. It is impossible to change
them during low water and cutting the power during production
is unthinkable. In the Marquis substation, near Bordeaux, the
heads of disconnectors were cracking. Once again, no question
of cutting off power to replace them. The substation is supplied
partly from the Blayais nuclear power station.
It was therefore necessary to define Live Working methods,
essentially bare-hand working. The enclosed space placed
significant constraints on possible movements and safety
distances. SERECT therefore began in-depth theoretical studies
to understand the occurrence of arcs and finally created a
new way of calculating safety distances, by splitting them. This
was the topic of Working Conditions published in 1985. At the
same time, SERECT developed the Isolating Positioning Tower
(TIP) needed to carry out bare-hand working in substations, to
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Live replacement of an HV-B
disconnector arm.

position the operator as close as possible to the site of the work.
Still today, LW in substations remains a French speciality.
TIME FOR AN INTERNATIONAL OUTLOOK
The increasing progress of the LW technique across the world
quickly led EDF to observe that the influence of the French
method should not be based only on just internal development
but be open to international influence.
This was the aim of the strategic plan approved by EDF
management, confirming the plan to offer French expertise
as widely as possible to countries wanting it. This was the
beginning of an expansion that would last more than thirty years.
From 1973 EDF, which had developed its own approach
to LW, decided to export it and offer it internationally; its very
design, by establishing general rules for implementation
(Working Conditions), made it very adaptable. Various overseas
missions were received by the LW Committee: Tunisian,
British, Austrian, German, Scandinavian, Polish.
Links were established with Czech, Hungarian, Argentinian,
Spanish and Swiss engineers. EDF’s special relationships
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A NEW WAY

When I was appointed
to Mulhouse, no-one
concealed that it was to
gradually reduce SERECT
activity. Quite the reverse
happened! Teams doubled
in size – from 40 to 80
people – and we have seen
an amazing technical saga.
While everything had been
done in LV, we were in the
early stages of bare-hand
working at MV and in HV
and VHV substations, and
insulating glove working
at MV. By seeking to get
LW tools manufactured in
France, we have contributed
to their increased quality.
We designed equipment,
improved it and checked it.
Previously, administration
was practically as important
and technical aspects.
Consequently I re-designed
our organisation by creating
three divisions managed by
engineers (Investigation,
Industrial, PromotionMaintenance).

Hot stick working on HV-A
network, Egypt, 1990.

Jean-Maurice KREBS,
SERECT Director from 1975
to 1983.
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THE VOICE OF FRANCE
Discussion between countries
in order to share specifications
- such is the work of
standardisation. In 1973, France
participated in a working group
that included Great Britain and
the Scandinavian countries.
The topics covered were
insulating ropes and tubes, as
well as conductive clothing.
Two years later, the International
Electrotechnical Commission
(IEC) created the Technical
Committee IEC TC 78 ‘Tools
for Live Working’; Canada was
appointed as Secretariat and
France as Chair, Mr P. Feintuch,
serving President of the LW
Committee. In the 1980s,
the European Committee for
Electrotechnical Standardisation
(CENELEC) was responsible for
integrating Live Working into
fields covered by European
standardisation.

with African countries and links from France to the Near-East
were particular sources for the first contracts (Morocco,
Algeria, Tunisia, Egypt, Senegal, Mauritius, Madagascar, Iraq,
and others).
The resulting sales of LW equipment were an advantage
for SERECT with its suppliers, now French. Internationalisation
of its activities strengthened SERECT in its missions. It
underwent further development, becoming more active
in the 1990s.
WELL TRAINED TO CONTROL RISKS
From the beginning, training had been identified as one
of the major points for safe working and more specifically
for operators. People required to work ‘live’ must have
received special training. This training must be provided by an
organisation officially-approved by the Live Working Committee,
following programmes approved by this body. Instructors for
theoretical and practical training must, at the end of the course,
make an assessment of the person’s ability to use the working
methods taught. The employer, based on this assessment
and taking into account the employee’s knowledge and
performance, can then issue a Live Working authorisation
(T letter) stating the nature of work the operator is authorised
to carry out. People are only authorised to receive training
for Live Working after passing a medical suitability examination,
performed by an occupational doctor. Current training
courses cover all voltage ranges. There are many low voltage
courses because there is a wide spectrum of operations and
requirements.

“From the first
experiments in France,
one of the key issues
with Live Working has been
in training, a measure
of safety.”
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At this time in France there were thirty training centres for low
voltage, approved for Live Working, delivering training modules
approved by the LW Committee. For high voltage, a single
centre located at Ottmarsheim provided training in this field.
To keep operators’ knowledge up to date, compulsory retraining
sessions were provided.
From the first experiments in France, one of the key issues
with Live Working has been in training, a measure of safety.
The Ottmarsheim training centre provided all VHV courses
and most MV courses from the end of the 1960s, while LV
training for EDF personnel was delivered in Regional Centres
for Training in Live Working (CRITT). Other LV centres would
then provide training for non-EDF personnel.
From 1974, SERECT was approved to provide training for its
operators and for operators seconded to it for experiments
in the operation of new Live Working methods.
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UTE C18-510
Publication UTE C18-510 from
November 1988 replaced
former publications 513 and
520, and gave all electricians
a rulebook applying to all
activities. It was approved by
joint ministerial decree issued
on 17 January 1989 by the
Minister for Electrical Power
and the Minister for Labour, as
a rulebook of general electrical
safety instructions with which
employers had to comply.

REGULATIONS REACH MATURITY
In 1982, decree 82-167 of 16 February 1982 relating to
special measures intended to ensure the safety of workers
against electrical hazards during construction, operation and
maintenance of electrical power distribution network, confirmed
the regulatory framework applicable to Live Working.
In article 8, it states that a body jointly designated for this
purpose by the Minister for Labour and the Minister for Electrical
Power approves training programmes, training centres, working
methods and tools and safety equipment specially designed for
Live Working.
Furthermore, work that could not be carried out according to
these working methods should not be performed ‘live’, unless
it is experimental work carried out by a body approved by the
Minister for Labour and the Minister for Electrical Power to
develop new methods.
The inter-ministerial decision issued on 1 July 1983, designates
the LW Committee as the body responsible for approving training
programmes and equipment and working methods. SERECT
itself is appointed as the body responsible for carrying out
experimental work.

Terms for voltage ranges
Terms standardised
since 1988

Previous term
(currently used)

Normal voltage range
in France

HV-B
HV-B
HV-A
LV

Very High Voltage (VHV)
High Voltage (HV)
Medium Voltage (MV)
Low Voltage (LV)

400 000 V – 225 000 V
90 000 V – 63 000 V
20 000 V
400/230 V

INNOVATION, DRIVER FOR TECHNICAL PROGRESS
Innovation is the source of major development for Live
Working in France. It is based on research for new methods and
development of new tools. The strength of SERECT lies in having
its own test laboratory enabling it to test and develop
its equipment directly and responsively.
The Investigation division develops and finalises prototypes in
its workshop. These prototypes are then tested electrically and
mechanically in the laboratory. Sometimes after several versions,
a technical specification is drafted to define the characteristics of
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SERECT laboratory,
bare-hand working test.

KNACKWURST
TO QUALIFY GLOVES
To test insulating gloves and
assess the withstand voltage of
clothing, SERECT was looking for
a simple and effective method.
Using water or shot are fairly
satisfactory measures. The
problem came from evaluating
the temperature that could
occur in the fingers. What could
be used? Alsace to the rescue
- knackwurst sausages were
slipped into the gloves to provide
the best assessment! And
the butcher supplying 4 kg of
sausages to SERECT would mark
his invoice ‘Histological sample’
so as not to cause problems with
the accounts department.
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the tool and tests to check that these characteristics
are met. The prototype is then passed to the PromotionMaintenance division, which makes the link with the field.
This prototype is tested on the network by SERECT technicians.
This experimental phase is essential. It ensures that the tool
developed really meets the need. In this way its ergonomics
and procedure for use are validated and the Technical Data
Sheet is compiled. It is then presented to the commission
before being approved by the LW Committee. •
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1990-2005
International
development

A TRADEMARK
In the dynamic of the appeal of
LW in the middle of the 1990s
and the prospect of strong
international development, the
SERECT name was registered
in 1998 and is applied to all
products and services developed
by the entity. This approach was
aimed as much at highlighting as
protecting its expertise against
a background of its growing
reputation abroad.
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STRATEGIC DEVELOPMENT
Like the previous decade, the 1990s opened on a certain
number of technological advances, which were connected with
the mechanisation of LW and the beginning of helicopter-based
work. In the middle of the 1990s, international development
mobilised SERECT’s energy and ability to innovate, at a time
when institutional investment recorded a significant fall. These
themes are included in the 1995 strategic plan drawn up by
director of SERECT, Serge Curlier, and would be confirmed in
a second strategic plan in 1999, summarised like this: “Wellknown professionals, open and creative, make SERECT a cuttingedge entity in performing and promoting LW on all types of
installations. This dynamic gave it authority and appeal in France
and internationally.”
To accompany this development in favourable circumstances,
the SERECT trademark was registered and the entity set off on
the path to ISO 9001 certification, which represents the most
demanding Quality standard.
With these two advantages, SERECT was able to secure
international contracts that would also contribute to encouraging
the dynamic of internal development. So it was, for example,
that through a contract with Syria that SERECT would develop
live cleaning, first applied to substations in northern France
contaminated with salt.
ICOLIM: A CONFERENCE FOR LW
At the beginning of the 1990s, the presidents of LW regulatory
committees for five countries (France, Hungary, Italy, Portugal,
Spain) decided to promote the development of LW methods
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Live Working on HV-A network,
Switzerland, 2002.

Improvements in
quality of service,
improvements in the
standard of workmanship,
improvements in working
safety, savings on costs, etc.
Live Working has
many benefits.

Pierre Daures,
EDF Managing Director,
ICOLIM, 1994 at Mulhouse.
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because of the improvements that they provide both from
the viewpoint of operator safety and the service provided for
customers and the financial savings for the community.
To do this, these five countries created an international Live
Working conference, called ICOLIM (International COnference on
LIve Maintenance) and organised alternately in each of the five
founding countries. The first was held in 1992 in Hungary, then in
1994 in France at Mulhouse, in 1996 in Italy, in 1998 in Portugal
and in 2000 in Spain.
The renown and influence of this conference were gradually
extended by welcoming other members joining the association:
Germany joined ICOLIM in 2002, Romania (ICOLIM 2004), Czech
Republic (ICOLIM 2006), Poland (ICOLIM 2008) and Croatia
(ICOLIM 2011).
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Throughout all my years
spent at SERECT,
the LW technique was well
exported; and men too. My
position saw me frequently
working abroad. One day
when I returned to Mulhouse
after a 4th mission to
Australia in two months,
my boss asked me to his
office and told me:
‘I didn’t think you would
come back this time...
I would have bet you would
have stayed over there!’
Visionary or stimulator?
Three years later,
Sophie and I found ourselves
at Roissy with two visas
in our pockets and two
suitcases as luggage.
Today we are FrancoAustralians and I am still
overseeing and promoting
an activity I have always
enjoyed: LW.

My years at SERECT
have been marked
by undertaking the quality
and internationalisation
strategies.
We invested in export
to develop our own
resources. South America,
Africa, Central Europe,
Australia. There were
many prospects and
ICOLIM 1994 organised at
Mulhouse contributed to
them. Our expertise and our
approach were well-known
internationally, we had
tools that no-one else had,
and our expansion was
very thrilling.

Serge Curlier,
SERECT Director
from 1994 to 2003.

Jean-Paul Jouglard,
Product Head SERECT from 1996
to 2004. Live Working Manager,
Powerlink Electricity
Transmission Network for the
State of Queensland, Australia.

Training an HV-B substations team.
Australia, 2001.
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INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Training an HV-B substations team.
Malaysia, 2009.

The next conference will be held in Hungary in 2014.
This conference will be held over several days and involve
several hundred LW specialists. They don’t come only from
Europe, but also the United States, Canada, Japan or Indonesia.
The conference agenda includes technical discussions and
demonstrations; everyone shows their expertise using working
examples.

“The ICOLIM agenda includes
technical discussions
and demonstrations; everyone
shows their expertise using
working examples.”
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SERECT building, Quasar, 1998.
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SERECT GETS A FACELIFT
As part of SERECT’s new directions on the international
development strategy, SERECT was looking for new premises,
better befitting its status as a reference body for LW and new
international bridgehead for EDF. Furthermore, plans for the
region around the Rhin-Rhône canal would affect the old site
of La Minoterie and require a new location to be found. A new
building, Quasar, was designed to accommodate SERECT.
A demonstration hall or showroom was designed for foreign
delegations. The meeting room even offers an unobstructed
view over the completely new laboratory, allowing tests to be
witnessed in complete safety. Everything was therefore designed
to highlight SERECT’s expertise and offer LW services for sale.
Management, engineering and laboratory moved into their
new premises in 1998.
The Industry department remained on the site at La Minoterie,
as the image of the periodic inspection laboratory that tested
platform lorries did not match the standing of the all-new town
centre district.
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INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

During the 1970-1990s,
we built all our basics,
both methods or associated
tools and equipment.
Then came the improvement
and finalisation.

Sophie Chabin,
Manager of the SERECT
Development, Methods
and Expertise Centre since 2011.

SERECT laboratory, testing the limits
of dielectric behaviour of a stick under
rain conditions.
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FROM CHALLENGE TO A NEW LEASE OF LIFE
From 1995, a succession of equipment accidents would
challenge the entire LW strategy in France.
In 1995, an insulating stick exploded in the HV-B transformation
substation at Bézaumont in Lorraine. An apparently minor
incident since there was no-one there.
It was therefore considered enough to remove this type of stick
from use in substations. However, on 30 January 1997, two
diagonal bars of an Isolating Positioning Tower (TIP), comprising
the sticks previously called into question, exploded in the
Boismorand substation near Orléans. The people present were
deafened and slightly burned. What happened in these two
situations? Why was an arc formed? SERECT examined the sticks,
supposedly well known, and studied the constraints placed on
the electric field by their geometry. After numerous studies and
investigations, it appeared that the problems was in the joint
between the insulating material of the tube and the metal of
the tool or joints of the TIP. Poor distribution of the electric field
caused the creation of arcs that could lead to defects being
propagated inside the tube. The solution would come from
different geometry of the metal rings holding the tools or TIP
joints to the insulating material.
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INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

The years that followed saw withdrawal and ‘re-design’ of the
tools called into question and the start of major Research &
Development studies. These would provide an understanding
of the facts and also open the way to working under rain
conditions.
During the same period, teams working on HV-A began to ‘drift’.
They were supposed to use the C3M method, which combined
the three approach techniques. However, this involved putting
up with the paraphernalia specific to the insulating-glove working
method, particularly the very uncomfortable latex oversleeves,
throughout the work, including during phases of bare-hand
working where they were of no benefit. Result: teams preferred
the bare-hand technique, even during tasks for which insulatingglove working is recommended. In August 1997 this resulted in a
fatal accident at Le Havre. The management of EDF-GDF Services
asked SERECT to stop the insulating-glove method.
In fact, the Mulhouse service completely reviewed the procedure.
This led in 1999 to defining a new insulating-glove method –
and so new Working Conditions – and the introduction of long
insulating gloves to replace the previous equipment.

We went from a steep
climb to a ladder, from
a ladder to a platform, from
a platform to a helicopter...
It was amazing!

Jean Laffon, in 1992,
president of the LW Committee
from 1990 to 1993.

Left page: Working live to remove
a hot point on a busbar support
connector at 225 kV.
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BY THE STRENGTH OF ARMS
It was particularly during these decades that LW was mechanised.
The reason was all too simple: of course, we had the necessary
methods and equipment for all the work required, but the work
was still very tough for the operators. A study carried out by sport
doctors showed that they routinely used efforts comparable to
those exerted by sportsmen during a competition!
And all while maintaining a high level of concentration... The
route was now clear. It was necessary to fit mechanical aids
wherever possible. Every time, this involved a full study and
approval by the LW Committee.
So it was that, during this period, winches and motors appeared
on equipment that was previously operated using the strength
of arms. The insulating rope ladder that operator climbed was
replaced by a rigid hoist ladder, which hoisted up the worker
itself. While cradle or beam seats, used for bare-hand working
from a tower, remained the same, they were no longer
operated by a colleague using a rope but moved by a winch.
In substations, the TIP that was assembled folded, erected using
ropes, then moved by pushing it on wheels, was now raised
and moved using a motor-driven machine. •
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2005 to today
Dawn of a new era
The LW Committee carries
out its missions today
within the framework
of the 16 February 1982
decree. Its organisation
has not changed since it
was created in 1966. Its
president is appointed by the
president of EDF. A deputy
is appointed to support him.
He is responsible for daily
operation of the Committee,
checking that decisions are
carried out, ensuring correct
operation of the LV, HV-A
and HV-B Commissions.
He also ensures that the
training and periodic
inspection laboratories
operate within the rules
and principles defined by
the Committee. And finally,
he ensures they are
assessed periodically.

Guillaume Héroin,
deputy to the SERECT Director
and general deputy to the LW
Committee since 2008.
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A NEW CONTEXT
From 2005, successive sub-division of the Transmission part
of EDF resulted in the creation of RTE and sub-division of the
Distribution part created ERDF, called into question the future of
SERECT, which was still part of the general business division of
EDF. All parties agreed it should be part of RTE and its National
Centre for Network Expertise (CNER). In this way expertise was
concentrated and synergies in accident prevention and control
of electrical risk were expected.
However the link with ERDF remains strong since LV and HV-A
expertise was provided by transferring staff from the distributor
to SERECT. ‘Royal’ missions from SERECT, supporting the LW
Committee, are maintained. However, LW was in the hot seat
again during this same year, due to SERECT’s historic partner
LERC ceasing manufacture of insulating tubes. Very fortunately,
manufacturing was resumed shortly afterwards by LERC-TST, a
subsidiary company of SFE.
A SINGLE SITE FOR LONG-TERM ACTIVITIES
In June 2010, taking advantage of renovation of the Wittelsheim
potassic basin, SERECT moved into new premises and so moved
closer to the IDEENOV association with which collaboration has
greatly strengthened over the years. From 2012, with relocation
of the laboratory, SERECT completed its transfer to its new
home port: the Joseph-Else-Heiden estate at Wittelsheim, which
became the only SERECT site, bringing all the departments
together again.
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SERECT site, Wittelsheim, 2012.

THE ADVENTURE CONTINUES
The new challenges of Live Working are numerous: changes in
regulations, technological developments of all kinds, perfecting
techniques and methods, tightening of technical limits. There
was plenty of work to be done. SERECT had spanned the ages
for more than 50 years without its original missions being
challenged. SERECT is an integrated entity of RTE and today
still remains specialised in the three voltage fields: LV, HV-A and
HV-B. It is the designated body to draw up reference documents
for Live Working in France, supporting the LW Committee, and
developing new LW tools.
Its traditional customers are RTE and ERDF, but also Local
Distribution Companies (LDC), Insular Energy Systems (IES)
and foreign Transmission Network Operators (TNO), such as
Romande Énergie in Switzerland or others associated with
international subsidiaries of RTE and ERDF.
Demand was growing for LW. Network renewal combined with
the growing difficulty of interrupting transits over certain strategic
circuits increasingly incited network operators throughout the
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FROM PUBLICATION UTE
C18-510 TO STANDARD
NF C18-510
After more than twenty years,
publication UTE C18-510
was updated in the form of
a standard NF C 18-510 and
now covers Live Working on
installations and networks.
This standard was approved on
21 December 2011. It specified
the definition of operations
on electrical networks and
installations or in their immediate
area, as well as recommended
procedures for their execution,
called by the labour code. It also
includes a certain number of
modifications that take account
of developments in techniques
as well as details from extensive
experience in the field of
preventing electrical risk.
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Laboratory test of Mobile Elevator
Platform for HV-B operators

world to use this now-proven technique, the advantages of this
no longer need to be demonstrated.
R & D, AN ESSENTIAL EFFORT
TO DEVELOP METHODS AND TOOLS
Research and development on tools and methods have always
been essential to maintaining and developing Live Working.
Methods and tools must adapt continually to a changing
environment: regulatory context, new technologies, network
construction techniques. In parallel, lessons learned from
experience are another source of progress that are used to
improve all of ‘LW technique’.
There are a few practical examples of achievements arising
from R & D work, such as the long insulating glove used for MV
insulating glove working, fragmentation of the air gap, adapting
the connection - disconnection issue to the helicopter-based
HV-B field, working under rain conditions for HV-B,
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DAWN OF A NEW ERA

“Research and development
on tools and methods have always
been essential to maintaining
and developing Live Working.”

The innovative spirit of
operational teams and
thoroughness proven by
SERECT by developing
the French LW method
have not failed. With
development of the network
and the appearance of new
technologies and materials,
SERECT continuously
reviews and perfects its tools
and working techniques.
This ability to adapt, which
built its reputation around
the world, now enables it
to be at the cutting edge
of research, such as in the
field of working under rain
conditions, which only we
have developed.

LW on new low-expansion cables or access to the substation
with the new mobile elevator platform for HV-B operators.
These achievements are based on numerous studies and tests
conducted in the SERECT laboratory or in external laboratories,
particularly the EDF R & D laboratory at Renardières, as well as on
joint developments with suppliers. •

Louis DEVATINE,
SERECT director since 2011.
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TIMESCALE

1960

14 September:
Creation of the LW Technical
Studies Committee.

1910-1920
First low voltage
Live Working in USA.

—

1927

10 March:
Decree from Ministry
for Industry laying down
the legislation for Working
on electrical installations.

—

1940

Start of LW in Russia,
essentially insulating
glove working.

—
1950

LW started in Sweden
using hot stick
working.

—
1956-1959
Exploratory missions
to USSR, USA
and Sweden.

—
1960

First LV experiment,
replacing an LV bracket
by Live Working, using
a bamboo pole.

—

First experiments
on the principle
of the Swedish method.
First developments
of French tools.

—

1962

6 June:
Creation of SERECT.

—
1962

September:
Second exploratory mission
to USA on LW.

—
1963
First Live Working charter.
—
1964

20 February:
The Director for Gas and
Electricity grants EDF
exemption from the
requirements of Publication
513 to undertake LW
experiments. Only SERECT
is designated as being
authorised to conduct these
experiments on training
networks but also on
installations in use.

—

1965

24 June:
Approval of the
Temporary General
Instruction (IGP).
First SERECT
operating procedures.

—

1966

1 May:
The LW Technical Studies
Committee becomes the Live
Working Committee.

—
1970

26 October:
Approval of Publication 520.

—
1971

Development
of the French method: switch
from descriptive instructions
to operating procedures
for using tools at LV, HV-A
and HV-B.

—

1972

9 June:
Jurisdiction of the
LW Committee enlarged
to all French electricity
companies.

—

1974

25 March:
Approval of SERECT
on new LW methods.

—
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1975

Creation of the IEC 78
Technical Committee.

—
1982

Decree
dated 16 February
related to safety
of workers against
electrical hazards.

—
1983

1 July:
Interministerial decision
designating
the LW Committee
and SERECT as reference
bodies for LW.

—
1989

17 January:
Publication of the Decree
designating Publication UTE
C 18 510 dated November
1988 as the reference source
for general instructions.

—
1992

First international
conference on LW (ICOLIM)
organised in Hungary.

—
1993

First SERECT / IDEENOV
partnership for repairing
LW tools.

—
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1994

A representative
of the Labour Ministry joins
the LW Committee.

—

1997

ISO 9001 certification
of SERECT.

—
1998

SERECT name registered.
SERECT relocates
to Le Quasar.

—
2009
SERECT linked to RTE.
—
2010
SERECT relocates
to Wittelsheim.

—

2011

Approval of NF C18-510
standard.

—
2012

SERECT laboratory
relocates from Le Quasar
to Wittelsheim.

—

SERECT
DIRECTORS
Armand JAECK 1962-1966
Maurice HANN 1966-1971
Georges CHARBONNIER
1971-1975
Jean-Maurice KREBS 1975-1983
Michel PERES 1983-1985
Raymond DUMAS 1985-1989
Philippe de VILLELE 1989-1994
Serge CURLIER 1994-2003
Bruno MORIN 2003-2007
Claude MONGARS 2007-2011
Louis DEVATINE Since 2011

—

PRESIDENTS
OF THE LW COMMITTEE
Jean BESSOU 1960-1966
M. DUPRE LA TOUR 1966-1968
Emmanuel BAUDIER 1968-1972
Pierre FEINTUCH 1972-1986
Jacques BOSCH 1986-1990
Jean LAFFON 1990-1993
Michel MASSONI 1993-1998
Jean-Paul TETE 1998-2002
Bernard ARNAUD 2002-2005
Gérard ERGUY 2005-2008
Bernard PILARSKI Since 2008

—

DEPUTIES
TO THE COMMITTEE
Jacques DUTREIX 1966-1970
M. NEUBURGER 1970-1971
Jacques BOSCH 1971-1986
Christian ATLANI 1986-1996
Jean CORON 1996-2002
Jacques LALOT 2002-2008
Guillaume HEROIN Since 2008

—
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“LIVE”
MEN
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S

everal million work sites
every year, tens of thousands of operators,
countless power cuts avoided: Live Working
represents a very important activity,
supporting quality of service and security
of the transmission network.
Developing working rules and tools, providing
and maintaining these tools, as well as a
professional approach and sustaining the skills
of field teams, are key parts of the activity.
For more than 50 years, Live Working has been
founded on dedicated men. Each masters
his role: workers, trainers, inspectors
as well as experts, to carry out Live Working
in complete safety.
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“LIVE” MEN

In the field,
LW workers
LW operators, whatever the voltage, are defined firstly by
their ability to work beyond the limits normally permitted to
electricians, for whom the rule is to work on dead circuits.
They all receive sound training in the concepts and rules of LW,
which is based on solid experience of the job.
In the field, controlling the electrical risk requires good
preparation, precise organisation, thorough application of rules
and details when performing tasks. This also requires good
coordination between workers, those responsible for supervising
and doing the work. There is
no place for improvisation.
Each phase of the work must
be considered, studied and
calculated in advance. And
if unexpected events occur,
a stop period is required to
analyze the situation and
consider the new working
context. Never in a hurry.
A LW site is characterised by
the calm and tranquillity it
exudes. Actions performed
by workers are repeated a great many times and perfectly
mastered. They are precise and coordinated. You could almost
forget the voltage that is still located a few centimetres, tens
of centimetres or metres away. The Working Conditions are
the LW workers’ bible. They represent the tables of the law with
fundamental concepts and principles to be followed, to the letter!
Keeping up levels of skills is also the cornerstone of the job.
In addition to regular, varied and sustained use needed to master
the task, training courses and re-training are essential to avoid
the hazards of routine and encourage continuous questioning
of practices.

“Working Conditions
are the LW workers’ bible.
They represent the tables
of the law with fundamental
concepts and principles
to be followed.”

Left page:
Live Working on a VHV busbar.
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Insulating glove working
on an HV-A line.
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Furthermore, LW workers are distinguished by the acute
awareness of the link between their activity and the service
delivered to customers.
Continued power supply and customer satisfaction govern their
work. If, on the transmission network, the relationship with the
customer seems more distant than in the field of distribution,
the service rendered to the area is also there. So we talk more in
terms of security of the electricity system. Working on a strategic
circuit is like working on a motorway where the very dense traffic
flow cannot be interrupted. Finally, LW workers are united by a
sense of pride. Pride in mastering a cutting-edge technique and
contributing to the quality of supply and security of the transmission network. •
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The world
of low voltage
Hot stick Live Working
on an LV connection.
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To work live on the millions of low voltage customer connections
and create more than 200,000 connections every year, there has
to be a lot of you! So there are about 30,000 operators working
every year, in all weathers, on nearly 3 million LV LW sites.
One third of these operators belong to the main distribution
network operator, ERDF. Local distribution companies and
sub-contractors also work live on LV electrical installations.
For ERDF’s customers, low voltage work avoids more than
17 million direct power cuts every year. Most jobs only last a
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We do more work with
insulating gloves and less
at distance than before. And
we have to be all the more
vigilant today given that the
live parts of an installation
are not always identifiable,
as they are no longer bare
but sheathed. One thing has
not changed: the implicit
trust that binds operators
together! If one has to climb
a tower, the one on the
ground never takes his eyes
off him.

short time, involving a single operator – such as for making
connections. They can also involve two operators, particularly
to connect a new installation, or sometimes three or more
for network restructuring or strengthening. Whatever the job,
the wide variety of Live Working carried out at low voltage
requires operators to be trained for each type of electrical
installation involved.
While the electric shock risk must always be controlled, LV
operators must be particularly aware of the risk of a shortcircuit. At this voltage, conductors are very close together (a few
centimetres) and inadvertent contact between two conductors
at different voltages can cause a short-circuit reaching several
thousand amps. Operators were personal protective equipment
such as overalls, helmet with visor or gloves, to protect
themselves. Work is most frequently done using insulating gloves,
but it may also be done using the hot stick technique. •

Didier Besson,
LV operator- ERDF Operating
Office in Haute-Loire
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HV-A teams
We need a close
understanding! This is vital.
Team spirit and attention
to detail are the basics of
our job. We work in pairs of
workers, taking orders from
and under the responsibility
of the work supervisor.
There is no room for moods.
Nor is there room for routine
among the emergency works
carried out throughout
France and servicing and
maintenance work planned
in advance. Electrical risk?
It is there, but rules are there
so that we are able to take
all necessary measures to
protect ourselves.

Patrick Muscat,
HV-A LW operator ERDF HV-A LW Office for PACA
East region.

In HV-A, nearly a thousand LW operators are employed and
working on about 50,000 jobs every year. They use their
expertise to repair overhead lines (damaged conductors, broken
insulators, created reinforcements, damaged supports) and
operating equipment on these lines as well as when connecting
new electrical installations.
Working distances are short (60 to 80 cm), which requires
thoroughness, method and precision to counter any risk
of electric shock – the risk of a short-circuit is always there.
Operations are generally carried out using the hot stick
technique, however the three working methods (distance,
insulating glove, bare-hand) may be combined to complete a
job successfully while allowing the work to be done as flexibly
as possible. Live Working can be performed under light rain
conditions, greatly aiding the working schedule. It is even
possible to complete a task in heavy rain when using equipment
designed for these conditions.
This most frequently involves teams of two operators, positioned
on extending ladders or standing on a cradle with an insulated
lifting arm, working under the control and continuous monitoring
of the works supervisor. This team work is essential to ensure
safety. •

“In HV-A, nearly
a thousand LW operators
are employed and working
on about 50,000 jobs
every year.”

Left photo:
Hot stick Live Working to create
a double mounting for an HV-A support.
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Linemen
and substation
workers on HV-B
When you are high up on
a tower, with the wind
that sometimes blows, it is
difficult to understand one
another. But there is no
improvisation. The different
phases of Live Working are
explained in detail before
going up and we ensure
that everyone has fully
understood what has to be
done. So we understand
each other with a glance.
Everyone knows their job.
And then, to keep up your
skills, everyone does all the
operations. We also look out
for our own safety, but also
our teammates’ safety.

Thierry Belgioino,
HV-B Lines Coordinator RTE Normandy-Paris Electricity
Transmission Unit.
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There are more than 300 operators spread across the country
in specialised substation maintenance teams and line teams of
Network Maintenance Groups, qualified to work on electrical
installations of the HV-B transmission network. In substations,
their work mainly involves replacing the disconnector arm or
insulator columns, eliminating hot points and replacing measuring
equipment. For lines, principally 400 kV or 225 kV, it involves
replacing insulators, repairing cut strands, replacing or fitting
mid span joints and fitting markers for birds and line accessories.
Depending on the complexity of the work, five to seven operators
can be working under the supervision of a work foreman. Here
too, this work requires precise movements, looking out for your
own safety as well as that of your team-mates and team spirit.
For HV-B, you have to guard against the risks of electric shocks
and short-circuits under circumstances where isolation distances
are very much greater than at other voltages (about a few
metres). The equipment and tools are more difficult to handle
when they are used for the hot stick technique.
Insulating glove working is therefore preferred, making the work
easier to carry out.

“Because the electric
field is more intense,
the HV-B operator wears
conductive overalls.”
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An HV-B operator transfer
to the voltage.
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Another special feature of working at this voltage is the presence
of a more intense electric field. For this reason, the HV-B operator
wears conductive overalls that distinguish them from their
HV-A and LV colleagues. The overalls form a Faraday cage that
completely protects him from the electric field and the effects of
associated discharges.
In substations, any HV-B task requires controlling the electrical
risk in three dimensions, as access to the conductors can
sometimes be complex in the middle of a ‘forest’ of electrical
equipment. However, the working methods developed by SERECT
allow work to be done by relying on the ‘fractionation’ rule. By
increasing the insulation distance, this takes account of the
introducing a large conductive part into the air gap. For insulating
glove working, the operator is positioned on a TIP (Isolating
Positioning Tower) near the item to be worked on. •
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In the Normandy - Paris
region, engineering, more
than maintenance or repair,
now characterises our work.
So it is that recently we have
completely renovated a
substation where we had to
replace the busbar made of
stretched suspended cables by
a busbar of fitted tubes.
Two years of work and
faultless collaboration
between the different
contractors enabled us to
complete it. An unusual thing,
we brought linemen and the
Helicopter Works department
into a substation. This type
of joint support operation
is certainly something to be
developed. It was easy to
work together because we
share the same team-working
mentality.
Maurice Mathieu,
HV-B Substations Coordinator RTE Normandy-Paris Electricity
Transmission Unit.
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Shared experience is an
essential activity for guiding
the development of LW
at RTE. It is an eagerlyawaited event for everyone
involved in the sector,
who get together for the
opportunity to share their
know-how and frequently
innovative techniques used
on sites. In this way such
high technical added-value
is highlighted while directly
discussing both successes
and difficulties encountered.

Didier Godart,
national coordinator
for SERECT LW-RTE

Right page: Working on a 400 kV
busbar support connector from a TIP.
Below: Live Working on an HV-B
insulator string.
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Workers
in the sky
Like an umbilical cord,
LW slings join the cradle
to the helicopter. While
hovering, the workers are
our eyes and guides. Close to
the line, the cradle foreman
takes responsibility from
the crew and continuously
ensures safety distances are
maintained. He has to give
us clear instructions:
‘Ascend two metres, descend
one metre, etc.’ For him,
it is a responsibility and the
result of training in which
accurate guidance
is essential.

Jean Bauthamy,
helicopter pilot - STH RTE.

Right page:
Replacing markers for aircraft using
the helicopter-based LW technique.
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The RTE Helicopter Works Department (STH) operates a fleet of
ten light helicopters owned by RTE and two heavy load-carrying
helicopters owned by the subsidiary AIRTELIS. The helicopter
offers a fast and safe way to work, particularly in mountainous or
hard-to-access areas. Between 30 and 50 helicopter work sites
are performed annually. They mainly involve 400 kV or 225 kV
lines, repairing cables or fitting line accessories.

“The helicopter offers
a fast and safe way
to work, particularly
in mountainous or
hard-to-access areas.”
Helicopter-based work on overhead lines is performed by
operators carried in a one- or two-man cradle, doing 80% of their
work live. RTE has 64 operators trained for helicopter-based Live
Working, spread across the lines teams. For heavy work such
as fitting mid span joints, the helicopter places the cradle
on the line and flies away as soon as it is secured. For light work,
such as fitting markers for birds, the cradle is suspended 30 to
80 metres below the hovering helicopter. It is therefore crucial
that the helicopter remains stable during the work. The pilot
must position and stabilise the helicopter several tens of metres
above the cradle, without a reference point. The link with
operators in the cradle is therefore essential.
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Briefing before helicopter-based
Live Working.

To reach the work site, the
helicopter pilot relies on an
accurate and documented
‘road book’ drawn up by the
work foreman. Navigation
is based on GPS points and
identifying unique features of
the landscape. During work
on the electrical installation,
he is in continuous radio
contact with the pilots and
workers, listening to ensure
the work is going smoothly,
and takes responsibility for
guiding the work if there are
unexpected events.

A. Bogni,
Work foreman - STH RTE.
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So the operators have to guide the pilot in the final approach
phase. The two conditions for success are good radio contact
and good training to share the same codes!
Each campaign of helicopter-based LW operations requires a
week of advance reconnaissance of the work site and a week to
draw up preparation for the work.
Carrying out this type of work using a helicopter demands
considering both aeronautical requirements (air traffic rules,
aircraft flying rules, helicopter performance curves for wind,
temperature and altitude) and requirements specific to carrying
out such an operation in an electrical environment, documented
in the Helicopter-based HV-B LW Working Conditions. •

Right page:
LV training at the ERDF
Ottmarsheim campus.
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Training
to support the
professionalism
of operators
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I am well-equipped to teach
my trainees thoroughness
and professional working
practices specific to HV-A
LW. My long professional
career, as an operator, work
foreman and SERECT expert
for a few years, gives me real
credibility in their eyes.
I not only have knowledge
to pass on to them, but
also take a very close look
at their attitude and skills
before granting an aptitude
assessment for Live Working,
the key to joining an HV-A
team.

Gilles Wieczoreck,
HV-A trainer ERDF.
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APPROVED TRAINING CENTRES
Training in Live Working is delivered by 17 training centres or
bodies spread over 34 sites across the country. Each is approved
by the LW Committee for a renewable period of four years.
For high voltage (HV-A and HV-B), only ERDF and RTE have
approved training bodies. For low voltage, the situation changed
from the 1990s. Before then and since the 1960s, EDF trained
young network workers over 18 months in Trade Colleges.
This course included learning LV LW on all types of networks;
in this way, young graduates could be qualified as soon as they
were assigned to districts or operational units in combined
distribution centres. From this point on, training was provided
by training centres or bodies that are either a direct part
of the network operators or part of other professional bodies
or institutions.
The French distributor ERDF now has 6 training centres
with 71 LV LW trainers, spread within campuses over the
whole country and 9 HV-A LW trainers at Ottmarsheim.
For RTE, the training centre has 5 HV-B trainers and 2 LV trainers
on the Jonage site near Lyon.
TRAINERS, A KEY ROLE
The professional development of LW workers on electrical
installations is based on analysis of risks, studying current best
practice and learning the right ways of working; trainers are
recruited from among network operators with sound field
experience in the LW fields taught. Their full understanding of
best practice and their experience of working in the field ensure
the teaching closely meets operators’ needs.
The course for trainers is also based on classroom training
and working in pairs in sessions led by experienced trainers.
They gradually increase the power at which they work, and are
supported by a teaching expert. Professional development in the
field of Live Working is maintained by regular training, periodic
exchanges with SERECT experts and discussions of practices
between peers.
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RTE Training Centre at Jonage.

What is the role of an LW
trainer? To teach, he needs
to have presence, but also
listen carefully to the group
when he conducts retraining.
He then has to adjust his
training to the deviations
or omissions identified
and get back to basics.
But in particular, he must
be technically competent
and have field experience
to be credible. What do
I expect from trainees?
Thoroughness, method,
precision! There is no place
for vagueness when working
live on networks.

Franck Roussel,
Trainer, Substation Project
Leader, RTE Training Centre.
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TRAINING APPROVED
BY THE LIVE WORKING COMMITTEE
In accordance with the requirements of the LW Committee,
training courses take an overall approach as opposed to
training based on operating procedures, the aim to be achieved
being the ability of operators to analyze risks. Based on a full
understanding of current best practice, training courses must
include a theoretical part and a practical part.
The practical section can be taught directly on the network
– particularly for HV-B and HV-A – or on teaching platforms
representative of electrical installations. All training begins by
checking the compulsory pre-requisites. In this way, the trainer
can ensure that participants are able to follow the planned
programme under the best conditions. Initial training is based
on learning LW rules and on carrying out practical exercises that
mimic real work sites. The trainer checks the operating process
and individually assesses implementation by operators using an
observation chart.
Scores noted during the various exercises are used to check
the lessons learned. For retraining courses, which are regularly
taken by operators as recommended by the LW Committee,
the trainer aims to identify any deviations or omissions during a
series of exercises. He adjusts his programme and consequently
provides the necessary reminders. At the end of the course, an
evaluation allows the trainer to decide whether or not to issue an
assessment of the aptitude of each participant for Live Working
on the relevant electrical installations. The trainer is therefore
responsible for achieving the objectives sought through the
training and is responsible for the level reached by each
participant. •
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SERECT,
expertise to help
operators
By defining precise and adaptable working rules, by supplying
field teams with the tools and equipment needed for Live
Working, SERECT has enabled several generations of operators
to work on live electric lines and transformer substations in
complete safety. SERECT now consists of about forty people split
between two centres: the Development, Methods and Expertise
Centre (DME) and the Industry and Service Centre.
THE DEVELOPMENT, METHODS AND EXPERTISE
CENTRE: THE NERVE CENTRE OF SERECT
From fundamental studies to answering a question about using
a tool described in a technical data sheet, the Development,
Methods and Expertise Centre comprises about twenty men
and women with varied and
complementary profiles.
Young engineers, laboratory
technicians, former LW
operators and others form the
resources of the centre, with
just one objective: to advance
LW, from LV to HV-B and
beyond.
The first task of the
Development, Methods and
Expertise Centre is to develop
methods and tools for Live

“From fundamental
studies to answering
a question about using
a tool, the purpose
of the DME Centre is
to advance LW.”
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Supporting operational
teams and manufacturers,
guiding or training
operators and their
experts comprise our daily
routine. Audits present
an opportunity to put our
finger on malfunctions and
sensitive issues, as well as
the strengths and good ideas
to be developed. We can
direct one or other of them,
exchange experiences.

Working. The Working Conditions and Technical Data Sheets,
approved by the Live Working Committee, form the operators’
bible, the regulatory corpus that brings together the rules to be
followed and the equipment to be used to conduct a LW site.
It supports employers, particularly for carrying out LW audits in
operational units. Performed at regular intervals in any LW team
to contribute to maintaining a high level of professionalism,
these audits enable SERECT to gather information about the
effectiveness of methods and the reliability of tools and to
identify field needs.
An online expertise service is used to handle all questions that
operators ask, as they arise, about applying the rules or using
tools. The answers are kept in a permanently available database.
Developing LW tools, from writing specifications to qualification,
also comes under the DME Centre and relies mainly on the skills
and resources of the test laboratory.

Christian Didier,
Study Manager, LW Expertise,
RTE SERECT
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I am a product developer
for LW tools at SERECT
and, in parallel, I perform
investigation or qualification
tests based on the progress
of projects. This test phase
is a key, even essential, step
in developing a tool. In a few
words, to me the laboratory
is: serious, professionalism,
thoroughness, but also
curiosity and sharing with
project leaders, all in a
good team spirit with my
laboratory colleagues.
In practice, we carry out
tests from low voltage and
high voltage, to simulate
network voltages. We even
go as far as making the rain
fall, but standardised rain,
an allusion to our sunny
region!

To develop new equipment,
it is essential to satisfy
the need and ensure user
safety. I rely on a varied
palette of strong internal
skills possessed particularly
by our test laboratory,
our representatives to
commissions of the LW
Committee and our LW
experts. Field experiments
on the equipment developed,
conducted jointly with users,
are used to confirm the
development made.

M. Pafundi
Project Leader – RTE SERECT

Annick Maugin
Expertise Technical Support –
RTE SERECT

SERECT laboratory test.
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THE INDUSTRY AND SERVICE CENTRE:
SAFE TOOLS SUPPORTING TEAMS
The principal mission of the Industry and Service Centre is to
supply and maintain the equipment needed to perform LW.
Purchasing, sales, stock management and equipment inspection
activities form the daily routine of its staff.
SERECT manages a stock of more than 1,400 parts, from
about fifty suppliers selected over time for their expertise and
manufacturing quality. However, orders generally involve small
quantities.
LW equipment is very specific and few suppliers are able to
produce it, which makes it difficult to maintain sources of supply
over time. The whole challenge of the Industry and Service
Centre is therefore to offer the highest possible availability of all
the products offered. SERECT is also one of fourteen periodic
inspection laboratories spread across the country. The Industry
and Service Centre performs periodic inspection of tools for
the eastern region. Every year, some 50,000 tools are checked
to ensure that they retain their initial properties, mechanically,
functionally and electrically. Sticks, protective covers, conductive
overalls: nearly 7,000 tools are therefore checked locally.
When a tool is faulty, repairs are required. From the 1990s,
IDEENOV progressively took on the repair torch, from expertise
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developed at SERECT in the field of sticking and repairing the
insulating parts of tools. Every year IDEENOV, whose premises
are adjacent to SERECT, deals with nearly 6,000 tools coming
from teams and about fifty lifting platforms. IDEENOV is a nonprofit-making re-employment company employing about 15
people. In the middle of the 1990s, more than 70 mostly young
people found a route into stable employment through this
collaboration. •

Tools, I have seen some
come and go in nearly thirty
years! For a long time, we
were repairing them within
SERECT in a dedicated
workshop. When we decided
to rely on an outside
company, it was out of the
question that the quality
of the work should suffer.
We therefore took our time
selecting the right partner
and gave it our expertise.
It must not be forgotten
that our trade did not exist
anywhere else. Nowadays,
as manager of the periodic
inspection laboratory,
I sometimes have to play
the bad guy, since I can
reject the equipment, but I
always do so in the name of
safety and by relying on my
experience.

Yves Walter,
Periodic Inspection Laboratory
Manager, RTE SERECT
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We hire people for what
they are and not for what
they have, in terms of
degrees or experience.
We train them in different
activities and we ensure their
return to the labour market
is a success. Work done
for SERECT requires real
expertise and, particularly, a
real sense of responsibilities.
Lives depend on the quality
of the tools: this is something
no-one here can forget! This
responsibility is fundamental
for the fifteen people
assigned to repairs.

Pierre Helbert,
IDEENOV founder and Director
Right page
Top photo: Visual inspection
of a temporary isolating switch rod.
Bottom photo: Repair work, IDEENOV.
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TOWARDS
NEW
TECHNICAL
CHALLENGES
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A

s in any field, electricity
has its own laws that must be well understood
before venturing into it. This begins by analysing
risks and finding the appropriate resources
to be protected.
Once the fundamental principles are identified,
they must be translated into working rules and
suitable tools and protection designed. Finally,
with man as one of the links in the chain, it is
advisable to take the human factor into account
– such as an unintentional action – by adopting
adequate safety margins or additional barriers.
Therein lies the secret of a structured and
coherent approach, the only aim of which is to
protect the operator. And yet opportunities for
progress still exist. Pushing back the boundaries,
to understand the behaviour of the air gap in
new configurations, remains a challenge. Live
Working has not yet given up all its secrets.
The adventure continues.
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TOWARDS NEW TECHNICAL CHALLENGES

The principles
of LW
Electrical installations are designed to transmit and distribute
electrical power across the whole country. Their size depends
on the specific dictates of electrical phenomena – such as the
necessary separation between conductors of different phases.
In particular, the electrical insulation of conductive elements is
ensured by air distances and insulating materials: glass, porcelain,
etc. The same principle applies to Live Working, with the
additional constraint of an operator and tools that move in the
air gap. So additional rules are needed to take these constraints
into account and so ensure the safety of operators.

“The Working Conditions contain
the rules that operators must follow
to undertake Live Working.”

Left page:
Working Conditions for LV, HV-A and
HV-B.
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THE FRENCH LW METHOD
Unlike the most widespread approach, based on a corpus of
detailed and predetermined operating procedures for each type
of operation, the French method for LW leaves more to the
workers’ initiative. This is based on five principles:
• rules assembled in the Working Conditions,
• approved, periodically inspected tools,
• specific training in LW delivered by approved training centres,
• preparation and site organisation,
• management involvement and surveillance.
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Example of Technical Data Sheets.
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The Working Conditions contain the rules that operators must
follow to undertake Live Working. They allow the risks of shortcircuit and electric shock to be controlled. There is one Working
Conditions corpus for each voltage level. All the WorkingConditions
volumes are organised in the same way, and follow the sequence
of an operation from feasibility to completion. Like the Working
Conditions, the Technical Data Sheets are collected by voltage
level. Each Technical Data Sheet specifies the function of the
tool, its electrical and / or mechanical characteristics, as well as
its conditions of use, storage, maintenance and inspection. In
practice, before each job and whatever the voltage, the operation
to be performed is prepared in the greatest detail. The preparer
will analyse the risks, select the working method or methods
to be used, identify the tools required and write the operating
procedure. At the beginning of the work, the work foreman
describes this process to all the operators, so that everyone knows
their role.
The work foreman then ensures the operating procedure and
sequence of working phases are followed.
This approach allows both management of risks in advance,
covered in the reference documents (Working Conditions
and Technical Data Sheets), and management in situ during
preparation of each job.
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d : voltage distance
g : ergonomic distance
(g = 0.3 m for LV and g = 0.5 m
default for HV-A and HV-B)
dLW : working distance
(dLW = d + g)

NO SHORT-CIRCUIT, NO ELECTRIC SHOCK
The Working Conditions define the general rules to be followed
during Live Working. They come from a set of studies, physical
calculations and experiments as well as a risks analysis based
on two principles: controlling the insulation and controlling
the energy.
Firstly, it is advisable to ensure, at any time and for each level
of voltage, maintaining the insulation of operators or conductive
parts moving in the work area. If the insulation is breached
between two points at different voltages (phase / earth
or between phases), a short-circuit is created. If an operator
is included in this circuit, this is an electric shock. Controlling
the insulation involves defining minimum distances required
between the operator and conductive elements and studying
the conductivity of the tools. Furthermore, defining these
distances means limiting overvoltage levels: operating
overvoltages – by establishing a Special Operating Regime
(SOR) – and overvoltages due to lightning – by prohibiting
working during a storm.
Besides insulation, it is advisable to control the different energies
on the network during LW work, in order to protect the operator
from the effects of an electric shock, as well as effects from a
surrounding accidental electrical arc. This is done by considering
three forms of energy. Firstly, and obviously, active energy due to
the current passing through the electrical installation. Secondly,
reactive energy, due to induction, if working on a live installation
off-load or at floating voltage. Finally, short-circuit energy, in the
event of insulation failure.
In addition to defining these technical rules, organisation of the
work is documented to ensure the safety of operators against
electrical risks.

Required working distances between phase and earth:
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Voltage level

Voltage distance
(d)

Working distance
(dLW)

Up to 1000 V
20 kV
63 kV
90 kV
225 kV
400 kV

0m
0.10 m
0.30 m
0.50 m
1.10 m
2.00 m

0.30 m
0.60 m
0.80 m
1.00 m
1.60 m
2.50 m
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Example of required working distances
for an operator during bare-hand working
from an insulating-arm lifting platform,
performing HV-A LW.
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KEEP YOUR DISTANCE...
How are insulation breaches avoided? Firstly, just as when
sizing electrical installations, by exploiting the remarkable
properties of the air around us. Available everywhere, free, with
high dielectric properties, able to regenerate itself if ionised, air
is the reference insulator. The basic principle for protecting the
operator is therefore to continuously maintain an adequate air
distance between him and objects (conductors, devices, electrical
installations) at voltages differing from his own. This safety
distance, called the ‘working distance’, is the sum of a necessary
insulation distance (d), called the voltage distance, and a working
distance (g) taking account of inadvertent movements by the
operator. Just imagine a wasp buzzing around the worker to
understand the benefit of this additional precaution...
It required many years of study and research to establish the
international reference (standard NF EN 61472) used as the
basis for calculating the voltage distance. It takes account of the
nominal voltage of the electrical installation involved, the final
peak overvoltage levels likely to appear on the network,
as well as factors such as altitude, shape and dimensions
of conductive objects inserted in the gap, etc.
For LV, the voltage distance is negligible (a few millimetres)
and the working distance comes down to the ergonomic
distance, about 30 cm.
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For HV-A, a working distance is specified for each gap (phase/
earth and phase/phase). To make it easier to calculate
and to allow tools to be combined, SERECT has developed the
concept of ‘protective elements’ (PE); one PE is equivalent
to 10 centimetres of air. For example, for a phase/earth gap on
a 20 kV voltage network, the working distance must be 0.60 m
or 6 PE. The advantage of this new unit lies in the possibility of
adding air distances, lengths of insulating tube and thicknesses
of blankets, protectors or insulating gloves. The Technical Data
Sheets for tools specify the number of PE attributed
to each insulating tool.
Finally, for HV-B, although the laws of physics stay the same,
phenomena are accentuated. The concept of PE can no longer
be used. Working distances defined are therefore air distances
that take into account different overvoltage ranges, the volume
of conductive parts handled in the gaps and the working
method used. •

Example of required working distances
for an operator during bare-hand working
from a TIP, performing HV-B LW.

Phase 3,
applying normal
distances

Phase 1,
applying increased
distances
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Phase 2,
applying increased
distances
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THREE METHODS
—
There are three methods of Live Working: hot stick working, bare-hand working and insulating
glove working. The difference lies in the position of the operator relative to the voltage on which
he wishes to work.

In the hot stick working method, the first developed, the operator remains at earth voltage.
In order not to come into contact with exposed live parts, he works using insulating tools fixed
to the end of sticks or insulating ropes. Used in all voltage ranges, this method requires low
investment but is ergonomically limited, particularly when the distances to be used become large.
For HV-A, a metal-armed lifting platform can be used. For HV-B, work is generally done from the
tower for work on lines and from the ground for work in substations.
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In the bare-hand working method, the
operator is insulated from the earth and is
brought to the voltage of the element he
is working on. He is therefore in a similar
position to a bird sitting on an electric
line. At all times he must remain at the
working distance from all elements in his
environment that are at a different voltage
to the element he is working on. This applies
to him and to the tools or conductive parts
he handles. Used for HV-A and HV-B voltage
ranges, this method is very comfortable
because it is ergonomically easy to work.
The work is done from a platform insulating
the operator from earth voltage. For HV-A, an
insulating-arm lifting platform can be used.
For HV-B, a TIP (Insulating Positioning Tower)
is currently used for work in substations, and
a hoist ladder, beam ladder or LW chair for
working on lines.
In the insulating glove working method,
the operator is protected depending on the
voltage range of the parts he is working on and
enters the area located between live exposed
parts and the safety distance. Used for LV and
HV-A, this method cannot be used for HV-B
because of the large distances required. For HV-A,
the operator uses insulating gloves and works
from an insulated arm platform. More ergonomic
than hot stick working, insulating glove working
on HV-A also allows easier movement close to
the supports (poles).
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Tools
and operator
protection
With the principles of LW set down and methods determined, it
remains to define in practical terms the tools and protection the
operator can use to perform his task. As we have seen, electrical
installations are sized to ensure insulation between phases. Any
part, tool or device introduced into the air distances or close
to insulating materials (such as a string or insulating column)
may adversely influence this sizing and therefore the insulating
properties of the electrical installation. The equipment used for
these operations is studied – in terms of sizes and materials –
based on this constraint.

WHICH TOOLS?
Whatever the approach method used, Live Working demands
specially designed tools and accessories.
They are grouped into different families based on their function:
handling, positioning the worker, job type, etc. The working
method and voltage range are considered in their design. To
avoid any risk of short-circuit
or electric shock, tools
must be compatible with
the sizing principles for the
electrical installation as well
as acceptable physiological
thresholds for the human
body.

“Whatever the
approach method used,
Live Working demands
specially designed tools
and accessories.”
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HV-A workshop truck.
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A majority of these tools – e.g. sticks, mechanical gripping
accessories and positioning devices – are wholly or partially
made of foam-filled insulating tube (see p. 96). SERECT
selected a simple requirement for this tube: it must have the
same dielectric properties as an air gap of the same length.
Using insulating tubes with this specification actually allows:
• them to approach an insulating string almost without altering its
electrical properties,
• the use (in dry weather) of pre-determined safety distances,
• leak current values compatible with the physiological limits
of the human body to be maintained (when an operator handles
an insulating stick),
• ensures a surface quality such that operators can pull away
in complete safety in the event of atmospheric precipitation,
particularly during complex work in which insulating equipment
cannot be withdrawn immediately.
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Right page:
300 kV test cell. SERECT laboratory.

A RIGOROUS QUALIFICATION APPROACH
Before using any tool for LW, we must ensure it satisfies the
requirements defined in its technical specification. SERECT
is responsible for this verification. Each tool therefore
first undergoes type tests in the laboratory, followed by
experimentation. This is done by an LW team appointed by
SERECT in order to confirm that the tool really does meet
the need for which it was designed, and that it is designed
to be safe to use.
As in any other field, LW tools must also have mechanical
properties compatible with the sizing of the electrical
installations on which they are used and the stresses to which
they may be subjected: traction, flexion, compression, torsion.
In addition to these quite conventional requirements, the fact
that the mechanical stresses exerted on an object can affect its
dielectric behaviour is a crucial point when Live Working. So we
must ensure that LW tools and accessories resist this type of
stresses. To do so, they undergo mechanical fatigue tests before
undergoing dielectric tests. Of course, in addition they meet
general regulations defined particularly in European directives,
and are subject to CE marking, if necessary.

Dielectric test of an insulating tube.
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THE SERECT LABORATORY
Located at Wittelsheim, the SERECT laboratory can perform
research work and equipment tests. It is accredited to the
NF EN ISO 17025 standard for tests on insulating and electrical
protection equipment (in France, the accreditation body
is COFRAC). In addition it performs most of the electrical
qualification tests for LW tools. These tests are carried out using
industrial frequency voltage (50 Hz), at up to 300 kV (value of the
single voltage of a 500 kV network). They can even simulate rain
using a spray system reproducing different types of precipitation
(conductivity of the water, rate of precipitation, etc.). It is also
equipped with a conditioning chamber used to vary the ambient
temperature and humidity, to reproduce all the constraints that a
tool could undergo.

Safety glasses for Live Working.
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PROTECTION APPROPRIATE TO EACH RISK
The Working Conditions define different personal protective
equipments to be worn. These must fulfil three functions:
• protect the operator from an electric shock under LV
and HV-A ranges,
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Conductive clothing for HV-B working.
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• protect the operator from the effects of a possible high power
electrical arc, for all voltage ranges,
• protect the operator from the effects of the intense electric
field under HV-B.
For HV-A, protection against electric shock is provided by
insulating gloves (see p. 97) and special boots.
A high power electrical arc produces heat and light emissions,
a sound wave and, in some cases, flying particles. To protect
himself from these effects, the operator wears a face shield
(protection against heat emissions and flying particles), safety
glasses (against light emissions) and ear defenders (for HV-B only,
against the sound wave).
The operator is protected from the electric field, strong for
HV-B, by conductive clothing acting as a Faraday cage. So we
have the famous yellow outfit – the first generations were white
then blue-grey – made from a composite material comprising
a non-flammable and thermally-insulating polymer fibre and a
conductive metal fibre.
As the ‘cage’ has to be closed, the outfit also includes boots,
gloves and a hood with visor (this deflects the field lines away
from the face, inevitably uncovered). •
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Insulating tube after manufacturing

INSULATING TUBE
—
Basic component of LW tools, the insulating tube consists of glass fibre embedded in an epoxy resin
matrix. The inside of the tube is filled with waterproof polyurethane foam to avoid penetration and
accumulation of moisture. Its dielectric properties – which must be equivalent to air – are confirmed
principally by using a laboratory test consisting of measuring the leakage current and voltage/
current phase shift on a 300 mm sample, using industrial frequency voltage of 100 kV.
To ensure the dielectric properties are maintained under rain conditions, an additional test is carried
out under artificial rain, applying a voltage of 100 kV over one metre.
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Insulating glove test

INSULATING GLOVE
—
Two types of insulating gloves are used for LW: the first only offers the operator electrical protection.
It is therefore combined with a silicone-treated leather overglove to cover mechanical protection of
the glove as much as the operator. The second is the composite glove that includes both electrical
and mechanical protection in one.
For HV-A, to protect the arm as far as the shoulder, SERECT has developed a long insulating glove
so as to do without the old arm protectors (and leather overgloves). It allows more work to be done
in damp conditions. Equivalent to 2 PE, or 20 centimetres of air, the long insulating glove improves
ergonomics since the operator can work closer to the support.
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Accessibility
and ergonomics
of the workstation
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Because it is easy to do, the first operations were carried out
using the hot stick technique. The operator took his place on the
support (poles or tower) and worked using sticks several metres
long, sometimes in acrobatic positions. HV-A workers climbed
wooden poles using linemen’s climbers and held themselves in
position with a belt. They were then in a cantilevered position
to fit protectors, use insulating stick and set up ‘triangulation’
assemblies to take the strain. For HV-B, the first ‘bare-hand’ work
was done from the tower with the insulating beam or chair.
To work at mid-span, an insulating rope ladder was used.
LW was (and still is) a physical job needing workers to be fit.
Over the 50 years of the history of LW, the operator’s position,
accessibility to the workstation and the search for better
ergonomics of the workstation have always been vectors for
development of tools and methods.

Left page:
Live Working with triangulation
on HV-A support using hot stick method.
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Live replacement of an HV
suspension string.
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Mobile Lifting Platform
for HV-A operators.

HV-A: FROM CLIMBERS
TO THE TELESCOPIC LIFTING ARM
In this voltage range, climbers were first replaced by extending
ladders positioned along the support, then by metal or insulating
lifting arms. Standing in a cradle, operators finally had
– relatively – ergonomic working conditions. In addition,
the cradle has a load arm able to move a conductor to keep it
away or install it on an auxiliary arm, which limits the use
of heavy assemblies taking the strain.
The first lifting platforms
had solid insulating arms,
manufactured based on
similar technology to that
used to make sticks. Then
hollow arms appeared, with
all the hydraulic control hoses
fitted inside.
Solid or hollow, these insulating
arms have two articulated
segments. In practice, you

“In recent years, SERECT
has developed a new kind
of lifting platform with
a telescopic arm.”
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need enough length, firstly to provide electrical insulation and
secondly to reach overhead cables. Problem: these ‘folding arms’
prove impractical for sites without much space.
In recent years, SERECT has developed a new kind of lifting platform
with a telescopic arm. The insulating part of the arm, which doesn’t
measure more than 1.40 metres instead of 3 m, is a hollow tube
covered with silicone fins (to increase the leakage line). It is now
easier to position the cradle. In particular, it is possible to reach the
three phases without having to move the carrier truck.
HV-B: FROM ROPE LADDER
TO THE SUBSTATION POSITIONING TRACTOR
In this voltage range, work can involve both lines and substations.
In a substation, which is a cramped space, the major advance
was the appearance of the Insulating Positioning Tower (TIP).
This structure, a kind of ‘scaffolding’ made of tubes similar to
insulating sticks, allows operators to perform bare-hand working.

Tipping an Insulating Positioning
Tower (TIP).
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Top photo: Insulating Positioning
Tower on TIP-TOP.
Bottom photo: Working at mid-span
with a hoist ladder.
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First mounted on wheels and moved manually, the TIP was
then mounted on MERLO, PONCIN and then TIP-TOP motorised
carriers. In this way it was easily possible to position operators
close to where they were working. However this equipment has
certain limitations due to the assembly time and to access to
the workstation. So it is that SERECT is currently experimenting
with a new positioning machine for work in substations. Derived
from technological developments in both voltage ranges, this
motorised carrier has a double hollow finned arm mounted on
the end of a telescopic arm. For line working, a rigid hoist ladder
replaced the old insulating rope ladder. The operator takes his
place, on the ground, on a short metal ladder that is then hoisted
to the live cable by a winch. With the advent of helicopterbased LW, working at mid-span can also be done from a cradle
suspended beneath a helicopter. Obviously this also requires
understanding of aeronautical regulations. The risks analysis led
to excluding the helicopter from the work area and suspending
the metal cradle from insulating slings. RTE, which has now
mastered the technique, also uses the helicopter to major
renovation work on busbars in substations.

Prototype of HV-A LW robotic
operators, 1993
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ATTEMPT TO USE ROBOTS FOR LW ON HV-A
At the beginning of the 1990s, SERECT engineers began the
‘robotic operator’ project. The aim was to replace the worker by
remotely-operated articulated arms. A partnership agreement was
signed in 1992 with the Canadian company Hydro-Québec, which
had experience in the subject. After having considered network
configurations that could be covered by such a solution, SERECT
developed a platform with help from the robotic company Shilling
and the EDF Research and Development Department.
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The prototype, impressive with its two huge arms, arrived
at Mulhouse in 1993. However, tests gave mixed results,
particularly because of the complexity of using it. The project was
abandoned. The theme of robotics is back on the agenda now,
with a different direction. It is no longer a question of replacing
the LW operator but to give him tools for inspecting electrical
installations automatically, to identify maintenance needs. It is
a motorised robot, fitted with several different measurement
devices, that must however be placed and removed on live
conductors.
LIVE SPRING-CLEANING
Whatever the voltage range, electricity networks undergo
different types of external attacks: salt or chemical
contamination, dust. These substances, above a certain
threshold, pose problems of electrical behaviour and hot spots.
So they have to be cleaned!
The first live cleaning methods, implemented in 1979,
consisted of manually brushing from a safe distance using
brushes fixed to insulating sticks. The need became pressing
at the beginning of the 1980s, particularly in certain high
voltage substations. In the Mandarins substation,
providing the interconnection with England, or the Eurotunnel
substation, circuit breakers are tripped inopportunely during
North Sea storms, due to sea mist being deposited on the
insulators. The Grande-Synthe substation, near Dunkerque,
has the same disadvantages and is also subject to industrial
pollution. So SERECT developed cleaning using pressurised
deionised water. Sending water onto a high voltage
conductor, without turning off the power?

“Whatever the voltage
range, electricity networks
undergo different
types of external attacks:
salt or chemical
contamination, dust.”
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Live washing of insulating columns
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This is possible, with appropriate precautions. The electrical
phenomena in the spray must be known and understood,
such as the resistivity based on the diameter of the drops
and the pressure.
The method was in use from the middle of the 1980s and LW
teams used it in substations.
An alternative technique, using ‘dry plant granules’ (ground nut
shells) was briefly developed and then abandoned. In 1991,
SERECT even experimented with water cleaning from a
helicopter! A technical success that would be rarely used unless
obviously needed. At the same time, at low voltage, SERECT
experimented with a ‘cryogenic’ method by spraying beads
of ice and, for HV-A, a suction method. •
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And tomorrow...
Since the first tools purchased overseas and the design of
the first operating procedures in the 1960s, SERECT sought
to improve its tools and methods. It involved adapting them
to changes in the network as well as external constraints,
particularly employment regulations. After 50 years of
developments, has mass been said? Can we consider that LW
finally has a complete set of rules, suitable tools, sustainable
methods? Would SERECT now be reduced to a role as temple
caretaker, responsible for checking practices and supplying
tools? Quite the contrary. LW remains a living method, constantly
changing under the influence of internal or external constraints.

“LW remains a living
method, constantly
changing under
the influence of internal
or external constraints.”
Different parameters lead SERECT to develop tools and methods:
• changes in regulations (e.g. European ‘Machines’ or ‘Personal
Protective Equipment’ directives) or standards,
• technical development of the network, such as the arrival
of new components or changes in operating rules,
• taking account of lessons learned during audits, feedback from
operators and trainers, but also following incidents or accidents,
• finally, even on the current network and with today’s
rules, there are still working fields to conquer, such as LW in
unpredictable weather.
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STANDARDS MONITORING
The American ASTM and ANSI specifications relating to certain
insulation materials used for LW frequently propose two dielectric
test methods, one using alternating current (AC) and the other
direct current (DC). The American influence in standardisation
groups and/or the desire for harmonisation resulted in this
peculiar feature appearing in the IEC standards for LW.
As a general rule, the literature on insulating materials does not
suggest clearly stated AC/DC equivalence rules. To consolidate
its knowledge of AC/DC equivalence rules, SERECT began
studies aiming to determine the dielectric behaviour of different
insulation materials in direct current and alternating current.
Given the first information collected, SERECT considers that, for
tools intended for working on alternating current networks, type
tests or periodic inspection should only be carried out using
industrial frequency alternating voltage.

Unrolling ACSS cables
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ADAPTING TO NETWORK CHANGES
Since a few years ago, a new generation of electric cables has
appeared on the French transmission network. Fitted with
aluminium conductor elements, these ‘low expansion cables’
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(LEC) pass more current than the previous generation of cables,
while lengthening less. RTE uses them particularly to increase
transit over existing electrical installations without changing
support. In the future, RTE will need to perform the same
maintenance operations on these electrical installations as on
current ones: change a suspension or anchorage string, repair
cables, fit accessories (markers, spacers), etc.
However, LECs impose new constraints on LW. As a result of
their higher temperature, firstly: while conventional cables do not
exceed 90°C at 400 kV, LECs can reach 200°C in certain network
configuration. Finally, these
cables are more ductile, which
makes them more sensitive
to mechanical damage.
SERECT therefore undertook
a study programme to define
the rules and tools that will
enable work on these cables
in coming years.

“LECs impose new
constraints on LW.
SERECT undertook a study
programme to define the
rules and tools to enable
work on these cables.”

A NEW WORKING
CONDITIONS
GENERATION
In 2013, after two years’ work,
the new low voltage Working
Conditions are going to be rolled out to all French operators.
This revision comes from analysis of lessons learned from audits
and accident reports. The new Working Conditions also include
changes in the UTE C 18-510, which became NF C 18-510.
They define greater detail of the concepts of the operator’s
field of movement and scope of work, and clarify the way to
take account of the risks of short-circuit and electric shock. This
revision of the LV Working Conditions follows those made to
the HV-B Working Conditions, in 2002, and the HV-A Working
Conditions in 2006.
NEW HORIZONS FOR LW
In the field of LW, weather conditions have always been a
major constraint. For each voltage range and for each method
(hot stick, insulating glove, bare-hand), the rules define what
is allowed and what is not allowed. So for HV-A, ‘insulating
glove’ working was banned under rain conditions until the
long insulating glove appeared and the revision of the Working
Conditions in 2002.
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For the HV-B field today, the Working Conditions still prohibit
undertaking work if it is raining, even in light rain. We can easily
imagine the consequences for organising work: work planned
for a long time can be cancelled the same morning as a result of
unpredictable weather.
SERECT’s objective is to be able to begin work even in
unpredictable weather and to be able to interrupt it safely if
the weather deteriorates (it starts raining). It must also facilitate
resumption of work interrupted by rain, therefore not have to dry
tools, for example.
In this way, LW working conditions would be brought to an
equivalent level as ‘conventional’ work, providing improved
performance.
Studies on the behaviour of the air gap are still to be extended
to define new requirements for tools: behaviour to overvoltages
under rain conditions, leakage line to control leakage current, etc.
Another field of investigation for SERECT is non-destructive
testing of tools. Today, periodic inspection is based on visual
examination and an electrical test. With development of
technologies and tools (particularly finned arms) and their
conditions of use (HV-B work under light rain conditions),
the need arose to re-examine rules for periodic inspection. •

“For the HV-B field,
the Working Conditions
prohibit undertaking
work if it rains. SERECT’s
objective is to be able
to begin work even in
unpredictable weather
and to be able to interrupt
it safely if it starts raining.”
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A

s ERDF’s Operational
Processes Director, I am delighted to be
associated with this event, celebrating the
fiftieth anniversary of LW in the EDF group.
Since the beginning, LW has contributed
significantly to reducing power cuts for work
to be carried out, preventive maintenance
of distribution electrical installations and
maintaining a high level of professionalism
in HV-A and LV operational teams. In 2013,
controlling the time the power is cut for work
remains, more than ever, a major concern for
ERDF, especially as the quality improvement
programmes, and particularly the targeted
replacement of parts of electrical installations
to extend the lifetime of HV-A and LV networks,
will certainly reduce the time the power is
cut for incidents, but also increase the work
activity. In this context, using LW remains one
of ERDF’s preferred skills to limit power cuts for
customers.

Finally, HV-A LW teams are an essential
resource for restoring the network after an
exceptional weather incident, by means of the
Electricity Rapid Intervention Force (FIRE).
In accordance with the recommendations of
the Live Working Committee, the organisation
established at ERDF is intended to guarantee
a high degree of professionalism and a high
level of safety, on a long-term basis. The aim is
to eradicate specific accidents during any Live
Working, whether by ERDF employees (HV-A/
LV) of sub-contractors (LV).
I am delighted about the collaboration with
SERECT to improve tools and the work station
continuously, guaranteeing sustainability for
this unique benefit represented by LW. •

ALAIN MARTY
ERDF Operational Processes
Director
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I

am part of this generation born
into the company just as Live Working boomed.
So I am biased when I talk about the benefits
of LW. LW is a paradox that has often been
imitated but never reproduced: it is the school
of innovation serving thoroughness. In fact,
for bare-hand working, nothing is left to chance
and no-one is better placed to be safe than he
who understands and masters the electrical
risk. So it is that still today, the experts in
electrical risk are at SERECT, and the directive
on preparing work has drawn extensively on
the working methods of LW operators.
And yet, tools and methods were needed to
work at a large scale. The years from 1985
to 1995 therefore enabled ideas to emerge
(Merlo, gripping pliers, TIP, off-load live device)
from field operators and users. SERECT’s role
has been to support this explosion of ideas,

to ‘qualify’ tools and particularly to ‘coach’ all
operators and all teams by constant presence;
from checking preparations for work to testing
theoretical and practical knowledge, SERECT
has guided the advent of LW.
This detailed work has been carried out solely
for the network and sacrosanct availability.
It was necessary to root this obsessive
question in the heads of maintainers: what can
be done to avoid locking out the network?
It must be believed that we have achieved this,
since in 2012 LW saved €30m (€14m reduced
loss of profit on bidding income and €16m in
production increases avoided).
LW also characterises RTE, one of the only
network operators using it as much and for all
its divisions.
It has therefore become a brand image, like the
dispatcher or lineman, for RTE marketing. •

FRANCK MOSKOVAKIS
RTE Deputy Operations Director,
Responsible for Maintenance
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C3M
CENELEC
CITT
CNER
CRTT
CTETST
CTST
ELD
ERDF
GRD
GRT
ICOLIM
IEC
IGP
ISP
LW
LEC
RTE
SEI
SERECT
TIP
UTE
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Combination of 3 Methods
European Committee for Electrotechnical Standardisation
Live Working Training Centre
National Network Expertise Centre
Regional Transmission and Telecommunication Centre
Technical Committee for Studies in Live Working
Live Working Committee
Local Distribution Company
Electricity Network - Distribution France
Distribution Network Operator
Transmission Network Operator
International COnference for LIve Maintenance
International Electrotechnical Commission
Temporary General Instruction
Temporary Isolating Switch
Live Working
Low Expansion Cable
Electricity Transmission Operator
Insular Electrical System
Section for Studies, Execution and Experimentation
for the Technical Committee
Insulating Positioning Tower
Union Technique de l’Électricité
[French national electro-technical standards organisation]
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